STUDY IN SWEDEN
Not us
Big country, few people
Swedish – official language
English – unofficial language
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2nd highest number of the world’s top ranked universities

#2 ranked Higher Education system

#2 in Innovation Union Scoreboard

#3 on the Global Innovation Index
Creativity

- Never underestimate the power of a content or idea spread.
- You can always reinvent yourself.
- Different purposes and personas for different channels.
- You can do anything.
- You can create a lot with a little.
- We make the future.
- We need to look at future trends.
- A profession really is what you want it to be.
- Connect with people by taking dedication.
- You can always reinvent yourself.
- Do something and something will be done!
- You need to know the content, message, logic, purpose, style.
- Think about values of the social group you're trying to reach.
- One's gotta be flexible and open minded to keep up and survive.
- Zoom in & say yes & get more out of life.

"We as digital entrepreneurs also have a digital responsibility.
"We are always evolving, be adaptable!"

"Social networking is what you make of it!"
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Informality
Independence
Influence
Informality
Independence
- while working together
Influence
International
Equal
Clean
Safe
Organised
Cold
900+ programmes in English

Bachelor
Master
One- and two-year programmes
Apply online through a national site
One fee ≈ USD 125

Studyinsweden.se
Tuition fees

Usually between SEK 80,000 (≈ USD 11,000) and SEK 150,000 (≈ USD 21,000) per year

But, tuition is free of charge for EU citizens

Cost of living in Sweden:
SEK 7,300 (≈ USD 1,000) per month
Working in Sweden

You can work during your studies

You can stay for six months after your studies to find a job
STUDY INFORMATION
Discover Swedish higher education.

Higher education in Sweden: the basics
The basic structure of Swedish higher education.

Degree programmes
Swedish universities offer bachelor’s, master’s, and PhD degrees in accordance with the European standard.

Fees and costs
Tuition fees, health insurance and other expenses: what is budget for when planning your studies in Sweden.

Learn Swedish
Interested in studying Swedish? Find out where and how you can learn the language.
THANK YOU!

Don’t just pick a place, pick a future

www.studyinsweden.se